NAME CHANGE
(First published Jan 1964)

Florida residents living in the area of Cocoa Beach and Cape Canaveral voiced some
objections to the proposal for changing the name of that cape to Cape Kennedy. Should
that proposal fall through, it has been suggested that perhaps the late President's native
state of Massachusetts should volunteer to change the name of its cape from Cod to
Kennedy.
EDUCATION IN GEORGIA: ONWARD AND UPWARD edited
Now that one of our tax-supported state universities has resigned from the Southeastern Conference
in a wrangle over the number of athletic scholarships, it is evident that the cause of education for
scholar-athletes in Georgia has advanced to higher levels.
Last fall when the University of Oklahoma dropped Joe Don Looney from the football squad for
disciplinary reasons, it was confusing to read that the star, 224 lb., senior halfback thought he would
probably remain in school at Oklahoma because he needed "about two more years of class work to
graduate." Since Mr. Looney had already used up five or six years of college time getting to be a
"senior," it was apparent that our earlier concept of a four-year college course had become outdated. Not
long ago, a local sports column in which a former Tech scholar-athlete explained the situation there
substantiated this conclusion. Coach Dodd, he said, “had no choice and really does need those extra
athletic scholarships because he is a man so honorably obligated and dedicated to the education of his
playing scholars that he would keep them on a scholarship for fifteen years if necessary.”
The recent attempt in the Legislature to introduce a bill that would put the Tech athletic funds back
under control of the state treasury department was certainly nothing more than a spiteful move on the
part of disgruntled University of Georgia alumni to impede the advancement of education at the Atlanta
institution. The obvious solution would be for the University of Georgia also to resign from the SEC so
its scholars could have the benefit of fifteen years in college too.
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